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Dengue virus reference databases 8 

We have compiled a database of 3858 complete DENV genomes obtained from the NIAID Virus 9 

Pathogen Database and Analysis Resource (ViPR) in October 2019 (1) (http://www.viprbrc.org/). The 10 

sequences were distributed unevenly throughout the four DENV serotypes, with DENV-1 being the 11 

most represented with 1636 sequences (42.72%), followed by DENV-2 with 1067 sequences (27.86%), 12 

DENV-3 with 807 sequences (21.07%), and DENV-4 with 320 sequences (8.36%). The selection 13 

criteria for the search were as follows: a) complete genome sequence only, b) human or mosquito host, 14 

c) collection year (1950-2018). Data available from all countries was included and duplicated sequences 15 

were removed and only the sequences with sub-type data were kept. A representative of DENV serotype 16 

1 genotype III was introduced (EF457905, recovered from monkey) as no representatives were 17 

available with the search criteria used. This genotype is sylvatic and considered extinct (2,3). 18 

Additionally, any sample with IUPAC codes in the sequence provided were excluded.  19 

In order to recover the maximum number of DENV reads from the input HTS data in the first mapping 20 

step (Figure 1), we maintained the database with the 3858 complete DENV genomes to retain as much 21 

diversity as possible. This database is referred as DENV mapping database and is available on GitHub 22 

at https://github.com/B-UMMI/DEN-IM/blob/master/ref/DENV_MAPPING_V3.fasta.  23 

For typing purposes, overly similar sequences in the collection were removed from the database by 24 

clustering the sequences in each serotype at 98% nucleotide similarity with CD-HIT (4), leaving 161 25 

representative sequences of all described DENV serotypes and genotypes, with 46 DENV-1 sequences 26 

(Table S6), 63 DENV-2 (Table S7), 25 DENV-3 (Tables S8) and 27 DENV-4 (Table S9). This database 27 

is referred as DENV typing database and is available on GitHub at https://github.com/B-UMMI/DEN-28 

IM/blob/master/ref/DENV_TYPING_V3.fasta. This step is necessary to speed up the classification step 29 

for genotyping. 30 

Phylogenetic analysis of typing collection was performed by aligning the full reference genomes with 31 

MAFFT (5), in auto mode and with automatic sequence orientation adjustment. A phylogenetic tree 32 

was inferred with RAxML (version 8.12.11) (6) using the GTR-𝛤 substitution model and 500 times 33 

bootstrap. Additionally, the same analysis was performed with the envelope protein (E) only, as this 34 

region has been used traditionally for sero- and genotyping (7–13), and continues to be the standard in 35 

many laboratories for genotyping. The resulting trees are available as supplemental material (Figures 36 

S4 to S7) and on Figshare (https://10.6084/m9.figshare.9331826). 37 

The sequence JF459993 from the DENV-1 collection, as of April 2019, was annotated in ViPR as 38 

belonging to genotype IV, but in our analysis, it clustered within genotype I clade (Figure S4). The 39 

classification of DENV-1 I was also obtained from GenomeDetective Dengue Subtyping Tool 40 

(https://www.genomedetective.com/app/typingtool/dengue/), so we proceeded to alter the annotation 41 

of this particular sample (Table S6).  42 

https://github.com/B-UMMI/DEN-IM/blob/master/ref/DENV_MAPPING_V3.fasta
https://github.com/B-UMMI/DEN-IM/blob/master/ref/DENV_TYPING_V3.fasta
https://github.com/B-UMMI/DEN-IM/blob/master/ref/DENV_TYPING_V3.fasta


In order to harmonise dengue nomenclature, the system uses Roman-numeric labels to identify the 43 

genotype, with the exception of Serotype 2 (Table S4), which used both Roman-numeric and 44 

geographic origin due to the widespread adoption of the latter. 45 

 46 

Workflow parameters 47 

The short-read data is passed as input through the “--fastq” parameter, that by default is set to match all 48 

files in the “fastq” folder that match the pattern “*_R{1,2}*”. Both paired and single-end sequencing 49 

data can be passed through with the “--fastq” parameter, as defined by the pattern used.  50 

In the process to verify the integrity of the short-read raw sequencing data, the integrity of the input 51 

files is assessed by attempting to decompress and read the files. An estimation of the depth of coverage 52 

is also performed. By default, the input size ("–-genomeSize") is set to 0.012 Mb and the minimum 53 

coverage depth ("–-minCoverage") is set to 10. If any input file is found to be corrupt, its progression 54 

in the workflow is aborted.  55 
In the FastQC and Trimmomatic module, FastQC 56 

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) is run with the parameters "–extract –57 

nogroup –format fastq". FastQC will inform Trimmomatic (14) on how many bases to trim from the 58 

3’and 5’ ends of the raw reads. By default, Trimmomatic uses the default set of Illumina adapters 59 

provided with the workflow but this behaviour can be overwritten with the "–-adapters" parameter. The 60 

additional Trimmomatic parameters "-–trimSlidingWindow", "–-trimLeading", "–-trimTrailing" and "–61 

-trimMinLength"can all be set to different values. 62 

The removal of low complexity sequences is done with PrinSeq (15) using a custom parameter ("–63 

pattern"), which by default is set to the value "A 50%; T 50%; N 50%", removing sequences whose 64 

content is at least half composed of a polymeric sequence (A, T or N). 65 

To retrieve the reads that map to the DENV reference database, Bowtie2 (16) is run with default 66 

parameters with the DENV mapping database as a reference. For paired-end data, the reads and their 67 

mates that map to the reference are retrieved with "samtools view -buh -F 12" and "samtools fastq" 68 

commands. In single-end reads, all mapped reads are retrieved with "samtools view -buh -F 4" and 69 

"samtools fastq". The DENV mapping database can be altered with the "–-reference" parameter, or 70 

alternatively, a Bowtie2 index can be provided with the "–-index" parameter. This allows for the 71 

workflow to work with other databases obtained through public and owned DENV genomes. The 72 

coverage estimation step is performed on the retrieved DENV reads with the same parameters are the 73 

first estimation ("–-genomeSize=0.012" and "–-minCoverage=10"). 74 

In the assembly process, the retrieved DENV reads are firstly assembled with SPAdes Genome 75 

Assembler (17) with the options "–careful –only-assembler –cov-cutoff". The coverage cut-off if 76 

dictated by the "–-spadesMinCoverage" and "–-spadesMinKmerCoverage" parameters, set to 2 by 77 

default. If the assembly with SPAdes fails to produce a contig equal or greater than the value defined 78 

in the "–minimumContigSize" parameter (default of 10000), the data is re-assembled with the 79 

MEGAHIT assembler (18) with default parameters. By default, the k-mers to be used in the assembly 80 

in both tools ("–spadesKmers" and "–megahitKmers") are automatically determined depending on the 81 

read size. If the maximum read length is equal or greater than 175 nucleotides, the assembly is done 82 

with the k-mers "55, 77, 99, 113, 127", otherwise the k-mers "21, 33, 55, 67, 77" are used. 83 

To correct the assemblies produced, the Pilon tool (19) is run after mapping the QC’ed reads back to 84 

the assembly with Bowtie2 and "samtools sort". This process also verifies the coverage and the number 85 

of contigs produced in the assembly. The behaviour can be altered with the parameters "–86 

minAssemblyCoverage", "–AMaxContigs" and "–genomeSize", set to "auto", 1000 and 0.01 Mb by 87 

default. The first parameter, when set to ’auto’, the minimum assembly coverage for each contig 88 

required is set to the 1/3 of the assembly mean coverage or to a minimum of 10x. The ratio of contig 89 

number per genome MB is calculated based on the genome size estimation for the samples. 90 

The contigs larger than the value defined in the "–size" parameter (default of 10000 nucleotides) are 91 

considered to be complete CDSs and follow the rest to the workflow independently. If no complete 92 

CDS is recovered, the QC’ed read data is passed to the mapping to module that does the DENV typing 93 

database and consensus generation.  94 

https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/


The serotyping and genotyping are performed with the Seq_Typing tool (20) with the command 95 

"seq_typing.py assembly" or "seq_typing.py reads", using as reference the provided curated DENV 96 

typing database. It is possible to retrieve the genomes of the closest references and include them in the 97 

downstream analysis by changing the "–get_reference" option to "true". By default, this is not included 98 

in the analysis. 99 

The CDSs, and the reference sequences if requested, are aligned with the MAFFT tool (5) with the 100 

options "–adjustdirection –auto". By default, four representative sequences for each DENV serotype (1 101 

to 4) from NCBI is also included in the alignment. This option can be turned off by changing the value 102 

of “--includeNCBI” to "false". If the number of sequences in the alignment is less than 4 these are 103 

automatically added.  104 

A maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree is obtained with the RaXML tool (6) with the options "-p 105 

12345 -f -a". Additionally, and by default, the substitution model ("–substitutionModel") is set to 106 

"GTRGAMMA", the bootstrap is set to 500 ("–bootstrap") and the seed to "12345" ("–seedNumber"). 107 

 108 

Shotgun Metagenomics Sequencing Data 109 

Samples of plasma (n=9) and serum samples (n=13) from confirmed dengue symptomatic patients 110 

were collected in Venezuela between 2010-2015 (Table S2) (see Availability of supporting materials). 111 

DENV positivity was confirmed by either RT-qPCR (21)(21) or nested RT-PCR (9).  112 

As a positive control sample, the supernatant of a viral culture containing DENV-2 strain 16681 was 113 

used. The negative control sample consisted of DNA- and RNA-free water (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 114 

MO, USA).  115 

A spiked sample was produced consisting of a mixture of four 5 µl of cDNA isolated from clinical 116 

samples including all DENV serotypes (DENV-1 to -4). The viral cDNA for these samples was not in 117 

equal concentration and the viral copy number in the clinical samples was assessed by RT-PCR (9). 118 

The results were as follow: DENV-2 with 1070000 copies/µl, DENV-1 with 117830 copies/µl, 119 

DENV-3 with 44300 copies/µl and DENV-4 with 6600 copies/µl. 120 

The cDNA libraries were generated using either the NEBNext® RNA First and Second strand 121 

modules and the Nextera XT DNA library preparation kit (NXT), or the TruSeq RNA V2 library 122 

preparation kit (TS). The libraries were sequenced in MiSeq and NextSeq instruments using 300-123 

cycles v2 paired-end cartridges. 124 

The DEN-IM workflow was executed with the raw sequencing data using the default parameters and 125 

resources in an HPC cluster with 300 Cores/600 Threads of Processing Power and 3 TB RAM divided 126 

through 15 computational nodes, 9 with 254 GB Ram and 6 with 126GB RAM. 127 

 128 

Amplicon Sequencing Data 129 

The accession numbers for the 106 DENV-3 paired-end amplicon sequencing paired-end short-read 130 

datasets are available under BioProject PRJNA394021. The accession numbers for the 78 DENV-1 131 

amplicon sequencing single-end short-read datasets are available under BioProject PRJNA321963. The 132 

Run Accession IDs for both sets were obtained with NCBI’s RunSelector and the raw data was 133 

downloaded with the GetSeqENA tool (https://github.com/B-UMMI/getSeqENA). 134 

The DEN-IM workflow was executed with the raw sequencing data with default parameters and 135 

resources in the same HPC cluster as the shotgun metagenomics dataset. 136 

 137 

Non-DENV Arbovirus Data  138 

The accession numbers for the 132 samples, belonging to zika virus (ZKV), chikungunya virus 139 

(CHIKV) and yellow fever virus (YFV) amplicon and metagenomic datasets are available as 140 

supplemental material (Table S4). As with the amplicon sequencing dataset, the list of Run Accession 141 



IDs was obtained with NCBI’s RunSelector and the raw data was downloaded with the GetSeqENA 142 

tool (https://github.com/B-UMMI/getSeqENA).  143 

The DEN-IM workflow was executed with default parameters and resources in the same HPC cluster 144 

as the amplicon and shotgun metagenomics datasets. 145 

 146 

Supplemental tables 147 

Table S1 – Collection date, serotype confirmation and run accession identifier for the metagenomic 148 

sequencing dataset. 149 

Table S2 - Run accession ID, BioProject SRA Study ID, source and organism present for each sample 150 

of the negative control dataset (ZKV – zika virus, CHIKV – chikungunya virus, YFV – yellow fever 151 

virus). 152 

Table S3 – Number of raw base pairs, overall alignment rate against the DENV mapping database, 153 

estimated coverage depths and serotype and genotype for 25 shotgun metagenomics sequencing 154 
samples. 155 

Table S4 - Number of raw base pairs, overall alignment rate, in percentage, for the mapping against the 156 

DENV database, number of ORFs recovered, and respective serotype and genotype for 106 paired-end 157 

amplicon sequencing samples. 158 

Table S5 - Taxonomic profiling results for the amplicon sequencing samples with less than 70% DENV 159 

DNA. 160 

Table S6 - Number of raw base pairs, overall alignment rate, in percentage, for the mapping against the 161 

DENV database, number of ORFs recovered, and respective serotype and genotype for 78 single-end 162 

amplicon sequencing samples. 163 

Table S7 - Representative sequences of serotype 1 diversity in the Dengue Virus Typing Database. 164 

Table S8 - Representative sequences of serotype 2 diversity in the Dengue Virus Typing Database. 165 

Table S9 - Representative sequences of serotype 3 diversity in the Dengue Virus Typing Database. 166 

Table S10 - Representative sequences of serotype 4 diversity in the Dengue Virus Typing Database. 167 

  168 



 169 

Supplemental Figures 170 

 171 
Figure S1 - DEN-IM report tables. a) DEN-IM's quality control report containing information of the number of base-pairs 172 
and the number of reads for the analysed samples, the estimated coverage depth before and after mapping, and the 173 
percentage of reads in the input data that were trimmed. b) DEN-IM's typing report for 24 CDSs recovered from the 174 
metagenomic dataset. The ID contains the CDS contig name, the typing result for serotype-genotype, the values for identity 175 
and coverage, and the GenBank ID of the closest reference in the Typing Database containing 161 complete DENV 176 
genomes. 177 

a)

b)



 178 
Figure S2 - Contig size distribution for the shotgun metagenomics sequencing dataset. Each dot depicts an assembled DENV 179 
contig.  Above the 10Kb are full CDS of DENV. 180 

 181 

 182 
Figure S3 - Contig size distribution of the amplicon sequencing dataset with 106 paired-end samples. Each dot depicts an 183 
assembled DENV contig. Above the 10Kb are full CDS of DENV. Contigs belonging from samples that assembled a 184 
complete DENV CDS are highlighted in green, whereas the remaining are coloured in grey. 185 

 186 

 187 
Figure S4 - Contig size distribution of the amplicon sequencing dataset with 78 single-end samples. Each dot depicts an 188 
assembled DENV contig. Above the 10Kb are full CDS of DENV. 189 



 190 
Figure S5 - Maximum Likelihood inference of the multiple sequence alignment of the 46 DENV-1 complete genomes in the 191 
typing dataset, with a) envelope region and b) whole genome sequence. 1635 complete DENV-1 genomes were clustered at 192 
98\% nucleotide identity and the representative genomes were aligned with MAFFT. A maximum likelihood tree was 193 
inferred with RAxML. The tree is coloured according to genotype (red: genotype I; green: genotype II; blue: genotype III; 194 
purple: genotype IV). The sample JF459993, marked with a star, is currently annotated in ViPR as belonging to genotype IV 195 
but, given to the good phylogenetic support, it was re-classified as belonging to the genotype I. 196 



 197 
Figure S6 - Maximum Likelihood inference of the multiple sequence alignment of the 63 DENV-2 complete genomes in the 198 
typing dataset, with a) envelope region and b) whole genome sequence. 1067 complete DENV-1 genomes were clustered at 199 
98\% nucleotide identity and the representative genomes were aligned with MAFFT. A maximum likelihood tree was 200 
inferred with RAxML. The tree is coloured according to genotype (red: genotype I; green: genotype II; blue: genotype III; 201 
purple: genotype IV). 202 



 203 
Figure S7 - Maximum Likelihood inference of the multiple sequence alignment of the 25 DENV-3 complete genomes in the 204 
typing dataset, with a) envelope region and b) whole genome sequence. 807 complete DENV-3 genomes were clustered at 205 
98\% nucleotide identity and the representative genomes were aligned with MAFFT. A maximum likelihood tree was inferred 206 
with RAxML. The tree is coloured according to genotype (red: genotype I; green: genotype II; blue: genotype III; purple: 207 
genotype IV). 208 



 209 
Figure S8 - Maximum Likelihood inference of the multiple sequence alignment of the 27 DENV-4 complete genomes in the 210 
typing dataset, with a) envelope region and b) whole genome sequence. 320 complete DENV-4 genomes were clustered at 211 
98\% nucleotide identity and the representative genomes were aligned with MAFFT. A maximum likelihood tree was inferred 212 
with RAxML. The tree is coloured according to genotype (red: genotype I; green: genotype II; blue: genotype III; purple: 213 
genotype IV). 214 

  215 
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